


It may come as a bit of a surprise, but yes we are moving to Thailand! You 
might ask why a newlywed couple would feel the need or even the desire to 
move their lives all the way to Thailand? Well its been a bit of a process; 
God started putting it on our hearts over a year ago before we were even 
engaged. God quickly spun something he was speaking to us individually 
into a vision that we as a couple felt called to. After we were married this 
past November the vision God had been speaking to us early in our 
relationship was brought back to our hearts and we made the decision to 
commit to moving to Thailand, and thus our adventure begins ....

We will be moving the summer of 2015 to Northern Thailand as a part of 
YWAM Thailand and are currently in the process of applying to a specific 
ministry called the ‘Shan Project.’ The Shan Project currently provides 
bible training to Shan believers from Myanmar and aims to bring holistic 
transformation through the Bible. We aim to use our love for coffee as a 
way to provide practical change amongst the Shan, while also creating 
open doors to relationship and an avenue for the Gospel. We will be 
learning language for our first year in Thailand while also practically 
finding our place in the coffee world of Thailand. The year ahead of us 
holds many changes and many steps towards this big transition to life in 
Asia. We would ask that you partner with us as we endeavor to follow the 
Lord in His calling to Thailand and to the Shan.

CONTACT INFO:

Evan and Melissa Greenwood 
Box 730
Turner Valley, AB.
403-651-7791
greenwoods.thai@gmail.com

Lord in His calling to Thailand and to the Shan.


